
 

“In Chambers Of Sonic Disgust” is the 16th studio album from Denmark’s death metal 
export, Illdisposed. It is the most ambitious and creative Illdisposed album to date, 
revealing a band that has been going through several crises the past four years. Beginning 
with the Covid 19 pandemic and all the impact it had on the music industry – leading up to 
illness of the worst possible character within the band. It is an honest album full of anger, 
frustration and sadness. Crisis and struggle transcribed to music. Mixed and mastered by 
Tue Madsen, giving the album just the right expression. “In Chambers Of Sonic Disgusr” will 
be available as Digipak CD and vinyl LP and will be available on all digital platforms. 
 
Since the beginning of the 90's Illdisposed have been one of the top bands of the Nordic death metal 
scene and have released 16 albums. Not denying their death metal roots their brand new offering "In 
Chambers Of Sonic Disgust" will meet all expectations. However, Illdisposed have also developed their 
own form of death metal with groovy rhythms, melodic but still hard hitting riffs and a massive wall 
of sound with a unique subwoofer vocal in focus. 

The experience gained from the production of 16 albums and the band's numerous shows all over 
Europe and as far away as New Zealand says it all: Illdisposed know what it's all about. 

Over the years their success has not just been restricted to the metal scene: The last seven albums 
entered the official Danish album charts at position 85, 58, 44, 32, 78, 78 and 60 which made 
Illdisposed the first Danish death metal band with such high chart entries. The video to "Still Sane" 
was the most wanted metal video on VIVA Plus and the track "Dark" was featured on the soundtrack 
to the horror blockbuster SAW. 

Not just scene experts should have recognized the name Illdisposed as a firm synonym for "finest 
metal quality" by now "In Chambers Of Sonic Disgust" will most certainly secure the Danes a top 
position of the European metal scene! 



 

Career highlights: 
· 16 albums released since 1991 
· 7 albums in the official Danish album charts 
· More than 10 award nominations 
· The track "Dark" was featured on the soundtrack to the horror blockbuster "SAW" 
· The video "Still Sane" was the most wanted on VIVA Plus 
· Numerous headlining tours in Europe and as far away as New Zealand 
· Co-headlining tours in Europe with Six Feet Under and Holy Moses 
· The 2nd Danish band ever to have played in New Zealand. The 1st was Aqua! 
 
The band: 
Bo Summer – Subwoofer 
Jakob Batten – Guitars 
Ken Holst – Guitars 
Kussen – Bass 
Rasmus Schmidt – Drums 
 

 


